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3M TAPED TWO TONE HI VIS  
X AIRFLOW™ RIPSTOP SHIRT
BS1415T
 ⁄ 3M 8910P Perforated reflective taped 

hoop pattern around body 
 ⁄ Bisley X Airflow™ ventilation at  

multiple heat stress areas
 ⁄ Twin chest patch pockets with  

touch tape closure
 ⁄ Left pocket with pen division and  

hidden phone pouch
 ⁄ Contoured shape two piece sleeve
 ⁄ Two piece structured contrast  

coloured collar

colours (code)
Yellow/Navy (TT01)
Orange/Navy (TT02)

sizes 
S-6XL
Modern Fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Ripstop 150gsm
100% Cotton Open Mesh 125gsm

3M TAPED TWO TONE HI VIS  
X AIRFLOW™ RIPSTOP SHIRT
BS6415T
 ⁄ 3M 8910P Perforated reflective  

taped hoop pattern around body
 ⁄ Bisley X Airflow™ ventilation at  

multiple heat stress areas
 ⁄ Twin chest patch pockets with  

touch tape closure
 ⁄ Left pocket with pen division  

and hidden phone pouch
 ⁄ Contoured shape two piece sleeve
 ⁄ Two button adjustable sleeve cuff
 ⁄ Two piece structured contrast  

coloured collar

colours (code)
Orange/Charcoal (TT17)
Yellow/Charcoal (TT23)
Lime/Charcoal (TT36)

sizes 
S-6XL
Modern Fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Ripstop 150gsm
100% Cotton Open Mesh 125gsm

X AIRFLOW™ RIPSTOP SHIRT
BS1414
 ⁄ Bisley X Airflow™ ventilation at  

multiple heat stress areas
 ⁄ Twin chest patch pockets with  

touch tape closure
 ⁄ Left pocket with pen division  

and hidden phone pouch 
 ⁄ Contoured shape two piece sleeve
 ⁄ Two piece structured collar

colours (code)
Black (BBLK)
Khaki (BCDR)
Navy (BPCT)
Charcoal (BCCG)

sizes 
S-6XL
Modern Fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Ripstop 150gsm
100% Cotton Open Mesh 125gsm

40

40

40
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We’ve developed 
lightweight, breathable 
garments with mesh 
ventilation to allow 
airflow where you  
need it most.

x airflow ™

NEW 

PRODUCT

NEW 

PRODUCT NEW 

COLOUR
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X AIRFLOW™ RIPSTOP SHIRT 
BS6414
 ⁄ Bisley X Airflow™ ventilation at  

multiple heat stress areas
 ⁄ Twin chest patch pockets with  

touch tape closure
 ⁄ Left pocket with pen division  

and hidden phone pouch
 ⁄ Contoured shape two piece sleeve
 ⁄ Twin sleeve patch pocket and  

flap with pen division
 ⁄ Hidden roll up sleeve tab in sleeve pocket
 ⁄ Two piece structured collar
 ⁄ Two button adjustable sleeve cuff

colours (code)
Black (BBLK)
Khaki (BCDR)

sizes 
S–6XL 
Modern fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Ripstop 150gsm
100% Cotton Open Mesh 125gsm

40

X AIRFLOW™ RIPSTOP ENGINEERED 
CARGO WORK PANT 
BPC6475
 ⁄ Modern engineered fit with contoured leg
 ⁄ Curved waistband to prevent gaping at back
 ⁄ Front slant pockets
 ⁄ YKK zipper
 ⁄ RHS leg utility pocket, including ruler,  

mobile phone, card and pen division
 ⁄ LHS leg multi cargo pocket, mobile  

phone pocket and two pen divisions
 ⁄ Twin back pockets with reinforced patches
 ⁄ Seven reinforced wider and stronger belt loops
 ⁄ Double layer contoured knee
 ⁄ Hem boot cuff

colours (code) 
Khaki (BCDR)

sizes 
77-112R, 87-132S 
Modern Fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Ripstop 234gsm

X AIRFLOW™ RIPSTOP  
VENTED WORK SHORT
BSH1474
 ⁄ Modern lower waist fit
 ⁄ Curved waistband to prevent  

gaping at back
 ⁄ Front slant pockets
 ⁄ YKK zipper
 ⁄ Front LHS multi-purpose pocket and flap
 ⁄ Twin back pockets with reinforced patches
 ⁄ Seven reinforced wider and  

stronger belt loops
 ⁄ Back yoke and diamond shaped  

crotch gusset ventilation
 ⁄ Back RHS leg ruler pocket with  

pen and knife division

colours (code)
Khaki (BCDR)

sizes 
77–132
Modern fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Ripstop 234gsm  
100% Cotton Open Mesh 125gsm

WOMENS X AIRFLOW™  
RIPSTOP SHIRT
BL6414
 ⁄ Bisley X Airflow™ ventilation at  

multiple heat stress areas
 ⁄ Twin chest patch pockets with  

touch tape closure
 ⁄ Contoured shape two piece sleeve
 ⁄ Twin sleeve patch pocket and  

flap with pen division
 ⁄ Hidden roll up sleeve tab in sleeve pocket
 ⁄ Two piece structured collar
 ⁄ Two button adjustable sleeve cuff

colours (code)
Black (BBLK)
Khaki (BCDR)

sizes 
8–24 

fabric 
100% Cotton Ripstop 150gsm
100% Cotton Open Mesh 125gsm

40
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02 Flex & Move offers form as well as function. Contrast coloured shirts, 
pants and shorts have you covered while the reinforced canvas provides 
durability and the stretch panels provide flexibility for comfy wear and tear.

flex & move

FLEX & MOVE MECHANICAL 
STRETCH SHIRT
BS6133
 ⁄ Mechanical stretch fabric for  

extra comfort and movement
 ⁄ Contrast polyester patches to prevent  

wear and tear at highly abrasive areas
 ⁄ 3M 8710 Reflective cord piping along  

front and back shoulder yoke
 ⁄ Mitred chest pockets with  

touch tape closure
 ⁄ Left pocket with pen division  

and hidden phone pouch
 ⁄ Two piece structured collar
 ⁄ Contoured shape two piece sleeve
 ⁄ Antistatic carbon yarn in polyester  

patches for added static control
 ⁄ Two button adjustable sleeve cuff

colours (code)
Navy (BPCT) 

sizes
XS–6XL
Active Fit

fabric
100% Cotton (Mechanical Stretch) 145gsm
98% Polyester, 2% Carbon Oxford 180gsm 

FLEX & MOVE  
CONTRAST HOODIE
BK6922
 ⁄ Contrast lined hood with  

adjustable toggle
 ⁄ Contrast underarm panel
 ⁄ Contrast grey cover stitching
 ⁄ Single mitred kangaroo pouch pocket
 ⁄ Elasticated rib knit hem and cuff with 

thumb opening

colours (code) 
Black (BBLK)
Charcoal (BCCG)

sizes 
XS-6XL
Active Fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Brushed Fleece 300gsm
Cotton 2x2 Rib Knit 

NEW 

PRODUCT
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FLEX & MOVE STRETCH  
CARGO PANT 
BPC6130
 ⁄ Contrast stretch canvas – front and  

back upper hip and back inner thigh
 ⁄ Curved waistband to prevent  

gaping at back
 ⁄ Front slant pockets
 ⁄ RHS leg utility pocket, with ruler,  

mobile phone, card and pen division
 ⁄ LHS welt cargo pocket
 ⁄ Twin back pockets with reinforced patches
 ⁄ Double layer shaped knee
 ⁄ Back shaped knee panel
 ⁄ Hem boot cuff
 ⁄ Seven reinforced wider and stronger belt 

loops with hanger loop on front RHS leg 

colours (code) 
Navy (BPCT)

sizes 
72-112R, 87-132S
Active Fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Canvas (Duck Weave) 265gsm
97% Cotton, 3% Spandex (Stretch Canvas) 200gsm
98% Polyester, 2% Carbon Oxford 180gsm 

FLEX & MOVE DENIM JEAN 
BP6135
 ⁄ Contrast stretch denim – front and  

back upper hip and back inner thigh
 ⁄ Curved waistband for better fit and  

to prevent gaping at back
 ⁄ Front slant pockets
 ⁄ RHS leg utility pocket with ruler,  

mobile phone, card and pen division
 ⁄ Twin back hip patch pockets  

with reinforced patches
 ⁄ YKK zipper
 ⁄ Double layer shaped knee
 ⁄ Back shaped knee panel 
 ⁄ Hem boot cuff
 ⁄ Seven reinforced wider and stronger belt 

loops with hanger loop on front RHS leg

colours (code) 
Dark Denim (BDAD)

sizes 
72-112R, 87-132S 
Active Fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Rigid Denim, 10.5oz (355gsm)
99% Cotton 1% Lycra Denim, 10.25oz (345gsm)
98% Polyester, 2% Carbon Oxford 180gsm

FLEX & MOVE STRETCH  
CARGO SHORT 
BSHC1130
 ⁄ Contrast stretch canvas – front and  

back upper hip and back inner thigh
 ⁄ Curved waistband for better fit  

and to prevent gaping at back
 ⁄ Front slant pockets
 ⁄ RHS leg utility pocket with ruler,  

mobile phone, card and pen division
 ⁄ LHS welt cargo pocket
 ⁄ Twin back hip patch pocket  

with reinforced patches
 ⁄ Seven reinforced wider and stronger belt 

loops with hanger loop on front RHS leg

colours (code)
Navy (BPCT)

sizes 
72-132 
Active Fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Canvas (Duck Weave) 265gsm
97% Cotton, 3% Spandex (Stretch Canvas) 200gsm
98% Polyester, 2% Carbon Oxford 180gsm

FLEX & MOVE STRETCH SHORT 
BSH1131
 ⁄ Contrast stretch canvas – front and back
 ⁄ Curved waistband for better fit and to 

prevent gaping at back
 ⁄ Front slant pockets
 ⁄ Coin pocket under LHS slant pocket
 ⁄ Twin back pockets with reinforced patches
 ⁄ Seven reinforced wider and stronger  

belt loops with hanger loop on front RHS leg
 ⁄ YKK zipper

colours (code)
Charcoal (BCCG)
Khaki (BCDR)
Black (BBLK))

sizes
72-117 
Active Fit
 
fabric
100% Cotton Canvas (Duck Weave) 265gsm
97% Cotton, 3% Spandex (Stretch Canvas) 200gsm
98% Polyester, 2% Carbon Oxford 180gsm
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Look and feel professional on site. 
Bisley Workwear is twice as smart  
– tackling a client meeting in style  
and toughing it out on the job.

04workwear
X AIRFLOW™ RIPSTOP SHIRT
BS1414
 ⁄ Bisley X Airflow™ ventilation at  

multiple heat stress areas
 ⁄ Twin chest patch pockets with  

touch tape closure
 ⁄ Left pocket with pen division  

and hidden phone pouch 
 ⁄ Contoured shape two piece sleeve
 ⁄ Two piece structured collar

colours (code)
Black (BBLK)
Khaki (BCDR)
Navy (BPCT)
Charcoal (BCCG)

sizes 
S-6XL
Modern Fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Ripstop 150gsm
100% Cotton Open Mesh 125gsm

40

WOMENS X AIRFLOW™  
RIPSTOP SHIRT
BL6414
 ⁄ Bisley X Airflow™ ventilation at  

multiple heat stress areas
 ⁄ Twin chest patch pockets with  

touch tape closure
 ⁄ Contoured shape two piece sleeve
 ⁄ Twin sleeve patch pocket and  

flap with pen division
 ⁄ Hidden roll up sleeve tab in sleeve pocket
 ⁄ Two piece structured collar
 ⁄ Two button adjustable sleeve cuff

colours (code)
Black (BBLK)
Khaki (BCDR)

sizes 
8–24 

fabric 
100% Cotton Ripstop 150gsm
100% Cotton Open Mesh 125gsm

40

X AIRFLOW™ RIPSTOP SHIRT 
BS6414
 ⁄ Bisley X Airflow™ ventilation at  

multiple heat stress areas
 ⁄ Twin chest patch pockets with  

touch tape closure
 ⁄ Left pocket with pen division  

and hidden phone pouch
 ⁄ Contoured shape two piece sleeve
 ⁄ Twin sleeve patch pocket and  

flap with pen division
 ⁄ Hidden roll up sleeve tab in sleeve pocket
 ⁄ Two piece structured collar
 ⁄ Two button adjustable sleeve cuff

colours (code)
Black (BBLK)
Khaki (BCDR)

sizes 
S–6XL 
Modern fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Ripstop 150gsm
100% Cotton Open Mesh 125gsm

40
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FLEX & MOVE MECHANICAL 
STRETCH SHIRT
BS6133
 ⁄ Mechanical stretch fabric for  

extra comfort and movement
 ⁄ Contrast polyester patches to prevent  

wear and tear at highly abrasive areas
 ⁄ 3M 8710 Reflective cord piping along  

front and back shoulder yoke
 ⁄ Mitred chest pockets with  

touch tape closure
 ⁄ Left pocket with pen division  

and hidden phone pouch
 ⁄ Two piece structured collar
 ⁄ Contoured shape two piece sleeve
 ⁄ Antistatic carbon yarn in polyester  

patches for added static control
 ⁄ Two button adjustable sleeve cuff

colours (code)
Navy (BPCT) 

sizes
XS–6XL
Active Fit

fabric
100% Cotton (Mechanical Stretch) 145gsm
98% Polyester, 2% Carbon Oxford 180gsm 

CLOSED FRONT COOL  
LIGHTWEIGHT DRILL SHIRT
BSC6820
 ⁄ Half placket
 ⁄ Vertical cotton mesh back ventilation
 ⁄ Underarm cotton mesh ventilation
 ⁄ Two chest pockets with button down flaps
 ⁄ Left chest pocket with pen division
 ⁄ Two piece structured collar
 ⁄ Two button adjustable sleeve cuff

colours (code) 
Navy (BPCT)
Sand (BSAN)
Royal (BVCB)

sizes 
S–6XL

fabric 
100% Cotton Preshrunk Drill 155gsm
100% Cotton Mesh Knit 125gsm
  

40 SandNavy, Royal

FLEX & MOVE STRETCH  
CARGO PANT 
BPC6130
 ⁄ Contrast stretch canvas – front and  

back upper hip and back inner thigh
 ⁄ Curved waistband to prevent  

gaping at back
 ⁄ Front slant pockets
 ⁄ RHS leg utility pocket, with ruler,  

mobile phone, card and pen division
 ⁄ LHS welt cargo pocket
 ⁄ Twin back pockets with reinforced patches
 ⁄ Double layer shaped knee
 ⁄ Back shaped knee panel
 ⁄ Hem boot cuff
 ⁄ Seven reinforced wider and stronger belt 

loops with hanger loop on front RHS leg 

colours (code) 
Navy (BPCT)

sizes 
72-112R, 87-132S
Active Fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Canvas (Duck Weave) 265gsm
97% Cotton, 3% Spandex (Stretch Canvas) 200gsm
98% Polyester, 2% Carbon Oxford 180gsm 

FLEX & MOVE DENIM JEAN 
BP6135
 ⁄ Contrast stretch denim – front and  

back upper hip and back inner thigh
 ⁄ Curved waistband for better fit and  

to prevent gaping at back
 ⁄ Front slant pockets
 ⁄ RHS leg utility pocket with ruler,  

mobile phone, card and pen division
 ⁄ Twin back hip patch pockets  

with reinforced patches
 ⁄ YKK zipper
 ⁄ Double layer shaped knee
 ⁄ Back shaped knee panel 
 ⁄ Hem boot cuff
 ⁄ Seven reinforced wider and stronger belt 

loops with hanger loop on front RHS leg

colours (code) 
Dark Denim (BDAD)

sizes 
72-112R, 87-132S 
Active Fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Rigid Denim, 10.5oz (355gsm)
99% Cotton 1% Lycra Denim, 10.25oz (345gsm)
98% Polyester, 2% Carbon Oxford 180gsm

NEW 

PRODUCT

NEW 
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6  WORKWEAR

FLEX & MOVE STRETCH SHORT 
BSH1131
 ⁄ Contrast stretch canvas – front and back
 ⁄ Curved waistband for better fit and to 

prevent gaping at back
 ⁄ Front slant pockets
 ⁄ Coin pocket under LHS slant pocket
 ⁄ Twin back pockets with reinforced patches
 ⁄ Seven reinforced wider and stronger  

belt loops with hanger loop on front RHS leg
 ⁄ YKK zipper

colours (code)
Charcoal (BCCG)
Khaki (BCDR)
Black (BBLK))

sizes
72-117 
Active Fit
 
fabric
100% Cotton Canvas (Duck Weave) 265gsm
97% Cotton, 3% Spandex (Stretch Canvas) 200gsm
98% Polyester, 2% Carbon Oxford 180gsm

FLEX & MOVE STRETCH  
CARGO SHORT 
BSHC1130
 ⁄ Contrast stretch canvas – front and  

back upper hip and back inner thigh
 ⁄ Curved waistband for better fit  

and to prevent gaping at back
 ⁄ Front slant pockets
 ⁄ RHS leg utility pocket with ruler,  

mobile phone, card and pen division
 ⁄ LHS welt cargo pocket
 ⁄ Twin back hip patch pocket with  

reinforced patches
 ⁄ Seven reinforced wider and stronger belt 

loops with hanger loop on front RHS leg

colours (code)
Navy (BPCT)

sizes 
72-132 
Active Fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Canvas (Duck Weave) 265gsm
97% Cotton, 3% Spandex (Stretch Canvas) 200gsm
98% Polyester, 2% Carbon Oxford 180gsm

X AIRFLOW™ RIPSTOP  
ENGINEERED CARGO WORK PANT 
BPC6475
 ⁄ Modern engineered fit with contoured leg
 ⁄ Curved waistband to prevent gaping at back
 ⁄ Front slant pockets
 ⁄ YKK zipper
 ⁄ RHS leg utility pocket, including ruler,  

mobile phone, card and pen division
 ⁄ LHS leg multi cargo pocket, mobile  

phone pocket and two pen divisions
 ⁄ Twin back pockets with reinforced patches
 ⁄ Seven reinforced wider and stronger belt loops
 ⁄ Double layer contoured knee
 ⁄ Hem boot cuff

colours (code) 
Khaki (BCDR)

sizes 
77-112R, 87-132S 
Modern Fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Ripstop 234gsm

NEW 

PRODUCT

NEW 

COLOUR

NEW 

COLOUR

X AIRFLOW™ RIPSTOP  
VENTED WORK SHORT 
BSH1474
 ⁄ Modern lower waist fit
 ⁄ Curved waistband to prevent  

gaping at back
 ⁄ Front slant pockets
 ⁄ YKK zipper
 ⁄ Front LHS multi-purpose pocket and flap
 ⁄ Twin back pockets with reinforced patches
 ⁄ Seven reinforced wider and  

stronger belt loops
 ⁄ Back yoke and diamond shaped  

crotch gusset ventilation
 ⁄ Back RHS leg ruler pocket with  

pen and knife division

colours (code)
Khaki (BCDR)

sizes 
77–132
Modern fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Ripstop 234gsm  
100% Cotton Open Mesh 125gsm

NEW 

COLOUR
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Stand out and stay safe – our 
Safetywear works with you to 
keep you cool, clean, safe and 
seen on the job. With lab-tested 
fabrics and smart designs, 
Bisley Workwear garments stand 
between you and a tough day.09

SAFETYWEAR

3M TAPED TWO TONE HI VIS  
X AIRFLOW™ RIPSTOP SHIRT 
BS1415T
 ⁄ 3M 8910P Perforated reflective  

taped hoop pattern around body 
 ⁄ Bisley X Airflow™ ventilation at  

multiple heat stress areas
 ⁄ Twin chest patch pockets with  

touch tape closure
 ⁄ Left pocket with pen division  

and hidden phone pouch
 ⁄ Contoured shape two piece sleeve
 ⁄ Two piece structured contrast  

coloured collar

colours (code)
Yellow/Navy (TT01)
Orange/Navy (TT02)

sizes 
S-6XL
Modern Fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Ripstop 150gsm
100% Cotton Open Mesh 125gsm

3M TAPED TWO TONE HI VIS  
X AIRFLOW™ RIPSTOP SHIRT 
BS6415T
 ⁄ 3M 8910P Perforated reflective  

taped hoop pattern around body
 ⁄ Bisley X Airflow™ ventilation at  

multiple heat stress areas
 ⁄ Twin chest patch pockets with  

touch tape closure
 ⁄ Left pocket with pen division  

and hidden phone pouch
 ⁄ Contoured shape two piece sleeve
 ⁄ Two button adjustable sleeve cuff
 ⁄ Two piece structured contrast  

coloured collar

colours (code)
Orange/Charcoal (TT17)
Yellow/Charcoal (TT23)
Lime/Charcoal (TT36)

sizes 
S-6XL
Modern Fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Ripstop 150gsm
100% Cotton Open Mesh 125gsm

40

40

NEW 
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8  SAFETYWEAR

3M TAPED HI VIS  
COTTON T-SHIRT 
BK1017T
 ⁄ 3M 8910 Reflective taped hoop  

pattern around body
 ⁄ Solid hi vis colour for increased visibility

colours (code)
Yellow (BBLY)
Orange (BVEO)

sizes
XS-6XL

fabric
100% Cotton Jersey 190gsm
Cotton 1x1 Rib Knit

3M TAPED TWO TONE HI VIS 
COOL LIGHTWEIGHT SHIRT 
BS1896
 ⁄ 3M 8910 Reflective taped hoop  

pattern around body
 ⁄ Vertical cotton mesh back ventilation
 ⁄ Underarm cotton mesh ventilation
 ⁄ Two chest pockets with button down flaps
 ⁄ Left pocket with pen division
 ⁄ Two piece structured contrast  

coloured collar

colours (code) 
Yellow/Navy (TT01)
Orange/Navy (TT02)

sizes 
S-6XL

fabric 
100% Cotton Preshrunk Drill 155gsm
100% Cotton Open Mesh 125gsm

3M TAPED HI VIS ACTION  
BACK OVERALL 
BAB0359T
 ⁄ 3M 8910 Reflective taped hoop  

pattern around body
 ⁄ Front metal press stud fastening
 ⁄ Front right chest pocket with  

zipper opening
 ⁄ Front left chest pocket with  

tool/knife division
 ⁄ Hip and follow through side pockets
 ⁄ RHS Cargo patch pocket with  

touch tape closure
 ⁄ Back utility patch pocket
 ⁄ Shoulder elastic straps
 ⁄ Double layer of fabric on knees

colours (code) 
Yellow/Navy (TT01)
Orange/Navy (TT02)

sizes 
77-117R, 92-132S

fabric 
100% Cotton Preshrunk Drill 310gsm  

NEW 

PRODUCTNEW 

PRODUCT

NEW 

PRODUCT
NEW 

PRODUCT

3M TAPED HI VIS COOL  
LIGHTWEIGHT SHIRT 
BS6697T
 ⁄ 3M 8910 Reflective taped  

hoop pattern around body
 ⁄ Two chest pockets with button down 

flaps and left pocket with pen division
 ⁄ Two piece structured contrast  

coloured collar
 ⁄ Three contrast colour panels at collar  

and lower panels of body and sleeves
 ⁄ Vertical cotton mesh back ventilation
 ⁄ Underarm cotton mesh ventilation
 ⁄ Left pocket with pen division
 ⁄ Two button adjustable sleeve cuff 

colours (code) 
Yellow/Black/Red (TT37)

sizes 
S-6XL

fabric 
100% Cotton Preshrunk Drill 155gsm
100% Cotton Open Mesh 125gsm
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3M TAPED TWO TONE HI VIS  
COOL LIGHTWEIGHT SHIRT 
BS6696T
 ⁄ 3M 8910 Reflective taped hoop  

pattern around body
 ⁄ Two chest pockets with button down  

flaps and pen division
 ⁄ Two piece contrast coloured  

structured collar
 ⁄ Vertical cotton mesh back ventilation
 ⁄ Underarm cotton mesh ventilation
 ⁄ Left pocket with pen division
 ⁄ Two button adjustable sleeve cuff 

colours (code) 
Yellow/Black (TT12)
Orange/Black (TT10)
Lime/Black (TT35)
Yellow/Sand (TT40)
Orange/Sand (TT41)
Lime/Sand (TT42)

Yellow/Khaki (TT16)
Orange/Khaki (TT15)
Lime/Khaki (TT38)
Yellow/Charcoal (TT23)
Orange/Charcoal (TT17)
Lime/Charcoal (TT36)
Yellow/Royal (TT43)
Orange/Royal (TT44)
Lime/Royal (TT45)
Lime/Navy (TT39)

sizes 
S-6XL

fabric 
100% Cotton Preshrunk Drill 155gsm
100% Cotton Open Mesh 125gsm

NEW 

COLOUR

*Contact your Bisley Rep to discuss stock availability as some colours are made to order

HI VIS JUST GOT MORE VISIBLE
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08Protect your greatest asset –  
your workers – with Bisley  
Protective wear’s innovative  
risk-resistant fabrics and features. 

protective 
wear

TENCATE TECASAFE® PLUS 580 
WOMENS TAPED HI VIS  
LIGHTWEIGHT FR VENTED SHIRT
BL8097T
 ⁄ Sto-nor 9801 FR Reflective taped hoop 

pattern around body and sleeve
 ⁄ Concealed press stud centre front closure
 ⁄ Two piece structured collar
 ⁄ Two way radio loop or gas  

monitor loop on both sides
 ⁄ Twin chest pockets with plastic  

press snap flap closure
 ⁄ Left pocket with pen division
 ⁄ Full gusset sleeve cuff with plastic  

press snap closure
 ⁄ Action back panel ventilation, with two 

openings and underarm ventilation

colours (code) 
Orange (BVEO)

sizes 
8-24

fabric 
TenCate Tecasafe® Plus 580
FR Modacrylic Lyocell Aramid 197gsm
TenCate FR Mesh

TENCATE TECASAFE® PLUS 580
TAPED HI VIS CLOSED FRONT
LIGHTWEIGHT FR SHIRT
BSC8176T
 ⁄ Sto-nor 9801 FR Reflective taped H  

pattern at front body with X pattern  
at back and tape at sleeves

 ⁄ Closed front with concealed button placket
 ⁄ Twin chest pockets with plastic press  

snap closure
 ⁄ Left pocket with pen division
 ⁄ Full gusset sleeve cuff with plastic  

press snap closure

colours (code)
Orange (BVEO)

sizes 
S-6XL

fabric 
TenCate Tecasafe® Plus 580
FR Modacrylic Lyocell Aramid 197gsm

NEW 

PRODUCT
NEW 

PRODUCT
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TENCATE TECASAFE® PLUS 480 
TAPED TWO TONE HI VIS  
LIGHTWEIGHT FR VENTED SHIRT 
BS8237T
 ⁄ Sto-nor 9801 FR Reflective tape hoop 

pattern around body and sleeve
 ⁄ Concealed press snap front closure
 ⁄ Two piece structured collar
 ⁄ Two way radio loop or gas loop  

on both sides
 ⁄ Twin chest pockets with plastic  

press snap closure
 ⁄ Left chest pocket with pen division
 ⁄ Sleeve cuff with plastic press  

snap closure
 ⁄ Action back panel ventilation, with two 

openings and underarm ventilation

colours (code)
Yellow/Navy (TT01)
Orange/Navy (TT02)

sizes 
XS-6XL

fabric 
TenCate Tecasafe® Plus 480
FR Modacrylic Lyocell Aramid 160gsm
TenCate FR Mesh

TENCATE TECASAFE® PLUS 480  
TAPED HI VIS LIGHTWEIGHT  
FR VENTED SHIRT 
BS8238T
 ⁄ Sto-nor 9801 FR Reflective tape  

hoop pattern around body and sleeve
 ⁄ Concealed press snap front closure
 ⁄ Two piece structured collar
 ⁄ Two way radio loop or gas loop on both sides
 ⁄ Twin chest pockets with plastic  

press snap closure
 ⁄ Left chest pocket with pen division
 ⁄ Sleeve cuff with plastic press snap closure
 ⁄ Action back panel ventilation, with two  

openings and underarm ventilation

colours (code)
Orange (BVEO)

sizes 
XS-6XL

fabric 
TenCate Tecasafe® Plus 480
FR Modacrylic Lyocell Aramid 160gsm
TenCate FR Mesh

25

introducing a  
true solution  
to heat stress
We’re not just serious about safety, 
we’re also serious about innovation 
and service. 
Introducing industrial–sized protection in a featherweight, 
flame-resistant fabric. Bisley, in conjunction with Tencate 
Protective Fabrics, have created the lightest version of 
Tencate Tecasafe® Plus. At just 160 grams per square metre, 
Tencate Tecasafe® Plus 480, joins Tencate Tecasafe® Plus 
580 and 700, to deliver a perfect balance of outstanding 
protection and exceptional comfort. A lighter weight fabric 
that provides a more comfortable and cooler feel without 
sacrificing protection.

bisleyworkwear.com.au
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25

NEW 

PRODUCT

NEW 

PRODUCT
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12  PROTECTIVE WEAR - FLAME RESISTANT

TENCATE TECASAFE® PLUS 700 
TAPED TWO TONE HI VIS CLOSED 
FRONT FR VENTED SHIRT 
BSC8082T
 ⁄ Sto-nor 9801 FR Reflective taped  

hoop pattern around body and sleeve
 ⁄ Closed front with concealed  

button placket
 ⁄ Two piece structured collar
 ⁄ Two way radio loop or gas  

monitor loop on both sides
 ⁄ Twin chest pockets with plastic  

press snap closure
 ⁄ Left chest pocket with pen division
 ⁄ Full gusset sleeve cuff with  

plastic press snap closure
 ⁄ Action back panel and underarm  

ventilation, with two openings and  
underarm ventilation

colours (code) 
Yellow/Navy (TT01)

sizes 
S-6XL

fabric 
TenCate Tecasafe® Plus 700
FR Modacrylic Lyocell Aramid 238gsm
TenCate FR Mesh

TENCATE TECASAFE® PLUS 700 
DOUBLE LAYER KNEE FR PANT
BP8093
 ⁄ Straight waistband
 ⁄ Internal double layer knee patch
 ⁄ Front angled pockets
 ⁄ Back hip patch pocket with flap  

and press snap closure
 ⁄ YKK zipper

colours (code)
Navy (BPCT)

sizes 
77-112R, 87-132S

fabric 
TenCate Tecasafe® Plus 700
FR Modacrylic Lyocell Aramid 238gsm

TENCATE TECASAFE® PLUS 700 
TAPED DOUBLE LAYER  
KNEE FR PANT 
BP8093T
 ⁄ Sto-nor 9801 FR Reflective  

tape around upper leg
 ⁄ Straight waistband
 ⁄ Internal double layer knee patch
 ⁄ Front angled pockets
 ⁄ Back hip patch pocket with flap  

and press snap closure
 ⁄ YKK zipper

colours (code)
Navy (BPCT)

sizes 
77-112R, 87-132S

fabric 
TenCate Tecasafe® Plus 700
FR Modacrylic Lyocell Aramid 238gsm

TENCATE TECASAFE® PLUS 700 
TAPED TWO TONE HI VIS  
ENGINEERED FR VENTED COVERALL 
BC8086T
 ⁄ Sto-nor 9801 FR Reflective taped  

hoop pattern around body and  
sleeve and lower leg 

 ⁄ Stand collar
 ⁄ Two way radio loop or gas  

monitor loop on both sides
 ⁄ Covered plastic press snap front closure
 ⁄ Front angled pockets
 ⁄ Front knee darts and contoured  

back knee seam line
 ⁄ Full gusset sleeve cuff with plastic  

press snap closure
 ⁄ Underarm and action back  

panel ventilation
 ⁄ Diamond shape crotch gusset
 ⁄ Ten multifunctional pockets

colours (code)
Yellow/Navy (TT01)

sizes 
77-117R, 92-132S

fabric 
TenCate Tecasafe® Plus 700
FR Modacrylic Lyocell Aramid 238gsm
TenCate FR Mesh

NEW 

PRODUCT

NEW 

PRODUCT

NEW 

PRODUCT
NEW 

COLOUR
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TENCATE TECASAFE® PLUS 700 
FR PANT 
BP8090
 ⁄ Straight waistband 
 ⁄ Front angled pockets
 ⁄ Back hip patch pocket with  

flap and press snap closure
 ⁄ Twin needle seam stitching in FR thread
 ⁄ YKK zipper

colours (code)
Navy (BPCT)

sizes 
77-112R, 87-132S

fabric 
TenCate Tecasafe® Plus 700
FR Modacrylic Lyocell Aramid 238gsm

FR DENIM JEAN 
BP8091
 ⁄ Inherent flame resistant denim fabric
 ⁄ Twin back hip patch pockets with  

press snap closure
 ⁄ Front angled pockets
 ⁄ Seven reinforced belt loops
 ⁄ Reinforced stitching at front  

and back rise
 ⁄ YKK zipper

colours (code) 
BDAD (Dark Denim)

sizes 
77-112R, 87-132S

fabric 
70% Manmade Inherent Fibre, 30%  
Cellulosic Fibre Denim, 400gsm

TENCATE TECASAFE® PLUS 580 
TAPED LIGHTWEIGHT FR PANT 
BP8190T
 ⁄ Sto-nor 9801 FR Reflective  

tape around upper leg
 ⁄ Straight waistband
 ⁄ Front angled pockets
 ⁄ Back hip patch pocket with  

flap and press snap closure
 ⁄ Twin needle topstitched seams
 ⁄ YKK zipper

colours (code) 
Navy (BPCT)

sizes 
77-112R, 87-132S

fabric 
TenCate Tecasafe® Plus 580
FR Modacrylic Lyocell Aramid 197gsm 

TAPED FR DENIM JEAN 
BP8091T
 ⁄ Sto-nor 9801 FR Reflective tape  

around upper leg
 ⁄ Inherent flame resistant denim fabric
 ⁄ Twin back hip patch pockets with  

press snap closure
 ⁄ Front angled pockets
 ⁄ Seven reinforced belt loops
 ⁄ Reinforced stitching at front  

and back rise
 ⁄ YKK zipper

colours (code) 
BDAD (Dark Denim)

sizes 
77-112R, 87-132S

fabric 
70% Manmade Inherent Fibre, 30%  
Cellulosic Fibre Denim, 400gsm

NEW 

PRODUCT

NEW 

PRODUCT

NEW 

PRODUCT

NEW 

PRODUCT
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SOFT SHELL JACKET
BJ6060
 ⁄ Water resistant fabric with  

breathable membrane
 ⁄ Bonded internal fleece face
 ⁄ Zippered pockets with waterproof zipper
 ⁄ Elasticated draw cord at hem
 ⁄ Reflective piping along front chest and back
 ⁄ Eyelet ventilation under both sleeves
 ⁄ Sleeve cuff adjusters reduces  

water entering over wrist

colours (code)
Charcoal (BCCG)

sizes 
XS–6XL

fabric 
94% Polyester, 6% Spandex 310gsm
Soft Shell with Brushed Fleece  
Bonded Lining
100% Polyester Mesh Lining

PUFFER JACKET WITH  
ADJUSTABLE HOOD 
BJ6928
 ⁄ Water resistant fabric with polyester lining
 ⁄ Quilted partitions at front and back  

body for extra warmth
 ⁄ Adjustable lined hood
 ⁄ Waist pockets with waterproof zipper
 ⁄ Internal phone patch pocket
 ⁄ Adjustable drawcord at waist
 ⁄ Lined sleeves with internal wadding
 ⁄ Chin guard zip stopper

colours (code)
Black (BBLK)
Charcoal (BCCG)

sizes 
XS–6XL

fabric 
100% Nylon Oxford, 136gsm
100% Polyester Lining with Polyester 
Wadding, 107gsm

14
You need serious warmth  
in extreme conditions –  
that means Bisley’s 
premium fleeces and quilted, 
weatherproof insulated 
jackets. Our winter wear  
is anything but fluffy. 

winter

NEW 

PRODUCT
NEW 

COLOUR
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3M TAPED TWO TONE HI VIS 
COTTON DRILL JACKET WITH 
LIQUID REPELLENT FINISH 
BJ6917T
 ⁄ 3M Reflective taped hoop  

pattern around body
 ⁄ Cotton flannelette lining
 ⁄ Internal cotton rib cuffs
 ⁄ YKK zipper front fastening  

with plastic slider
 ⁄ Two angled side welt pockets
 ⁄ Internal waist patch pockets
 ⁄ Internal left side patch phone pocket
 ⁄ Adjustable button tab sleeve cuff

colours (code)
Yellow/Navy (TT01)
Orange/Navy (TT02)
Yellow/Charcoal (TT23)
Orange/Charcoal (TT17)

sizes 
XS–6XL

fabric 
100% Cotton Drill with Liquid  
repellent finish, 240gsm
100% Cotton Flannelette Lining, 170gsm

COTTON DRILL JACKET WITH 
LIQUID REPELLENT FINISH 
BJ6916
 ⁄ Cotton flannelette lining
 ⁄ Internal cotton rib cuffs
 ⁄ YKK zipper front fastening  

with plastic slider
 ⁄ Two angled side welt pockets
 ⁄ Internal waist patch pockets
 ⁄ Internal left side patch phone pocket
 ⁄ Adjustable button tab sleeve cuff

colours (code)
Black (BBLK)
Charcoal (BCCG)
Navy (BPCT)

sizes 
XS–6XL

fabric 
100% Cotton Drill with Liquid  
repellent finish, 240gsm
100% Cotton Flannelette Lining, 170gsm

FLEX & MOVE  
CONTRAST HOODIE
BK6922
 ⁄ Contrast lined hood with  

adjustable toggle
 ⁄ Contrast underarm panel
 ⁄ Contrast grey cover stitching
 ⁄ Single mitred kangaroo pouch pocket
 ⁄ Elasticated rib knit hem and cuff with 

thumb opening

colours (code) 
Black (BBLK)
Charcoal (BCCG)

sizes 
XS-6XL
Active Fit

fabric 
100% Cotton Brushed Fleece 300gsm
Cotton 2x2 Rib Knit 

TAPED HI VIS WET  
WEATHER VEST 
BV0375T
 ⁄ Reflective taped H pattern around body
 ⁄ Waterproof outer shell fabric
 ⁄ Heavy-duty two way zippered front opening
 ⁄ Two welt hip pockets with hand warmers
 ⁄ External mobile phone pocket
 ⁄ ID card holder on right chest
 ⁄ Vest sold separately, but can be  

combined with jacket style BK6975

colours (code)
Yellow (BBLY)
Orange (BVEO)

sizes 
XS–6XL

fabric 
300D Polyester Oxford, PU Coated (Breathable)
100% Polyester Fleece Lining, 200gsm

NEW 

PRODUCT

NEW 

PRODUCT

NEW 

PRODUCT

NEW 

PRODUCT
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3M TAPED HI VIS ANTI STATIC 
WET WEATHER VEST 
BV0363T
 ⁄ 3M Reflective taped H pattern around body
 ⁄ Waterproof fabric with breathability
 ⁄ All seams are seam sealed
 ⁄ Flannelette lining for warmth
 ⁄ Radio loop
 ⁄ Storm flap with touch tape and zip closure
 ⁄ Dual entry pockets
 ⁄ Vest sold separately, but can be  

combined with jacket style BJ6963T

colours (code)
Yellow (BBLY)
Orange (BVEO)

sizes 
XS–6XL

fabric 
300D 98% Polyester, 2% Carbon  
Oxford with PU Coating
100% Cotton Flannelette lining, 140gsm

16  WINTER

3M TAPED TWO TONE  
HI VIS ANTI STATIC WET 
WEATHER JACKET 
BJ6963T
 ⁄ 3M Reflective taped H pattern around body 

with bio-motion taping on sleeves
 ⁄ Waterproof fabric with breathability
 ⁄ All seams are seam sealed
 ⁄ Storm flap with touch tape and zip closure
 ⁄ Adjustable ½ elasticated cuff with touch 

tape tab closure and internal storm cuff
 ⁄ Secured and hideaway hood with high 

collar stand and shaped centre
 ⁄ Jacket sold separately, but can be 

combined with vest style BV0363T

colours (code)
Yellow/Navy (TT04)
Orange/Navy (TT05)
Yellow/Black (TT12)

sizes 
XS–6XL

fabric 
300D 98% Polyester, 2% Carbon  
Oxford with PU Coating

Tuck away hood. 

Waterproof 
seam seals.

Adjustable 
sleeve cuff.

NEW 

PRODUCT

NEW 

PRODUCT
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customer support
distributor support information

aUSTRaLIa
P/ 1300 BISLEY (1300 247 539)
F/ (02) 9316 4790
E / bisley@gazal.com.au

customer service contact information

NEW ZEaLaND
P/ 0800 142 722
F/ (09) 921 0093
E / bisley@gazal.co.nz

WESTERN aUSTRaLIa
P/ (08) 6350 7900
F/ (08) 9258 7828
E / bisleywa@gazal.com.au

QUALITY GUARANTEE
Bisley Workwear garments are sourced, 
manufactured and tested by independent 
laboratories, to Australian Standards which ensure 
consistency of product and workmanship. Each 
Bisley Workwear garment is labelled with a barcode 
and identifying order numbers (to meet AS/NZS 
4602.1:2011) so we can quickly trace the production 
processes used to manufacture your product, 
identify the issue and resolve it immediately. 

This exemplary quality control process allows us 
to replace any garment which does not meet your 
quality expectations once you return it to us for 
inspection.

CORPORATE IDENTIFICATION
The Bisley Workwear Product team can help you 
develop a corporate identity that sets you apart 
from the rest. We can monogram, embroider, 
heat transfer or screen print your company 
logo onto almost any piece of Bisley Workwear 
clothing. Contact our Customer Service team 
or your local Sales Representative for further 
information.

Corporate identification may also entitle you 
to claim a tax deduction for your business. The 
Bisley Workwear Product team can provide you 
with information to ensure tax deductibility on 
your wardrobe.

BACK ORDERS
Stock service goods will be kept on back order  
at the customer’s request.

MINIMUM ORDERS
Minimum 4 units per order policy, no surcharge.

CUSTOMER SERVICE HOURS
Sydney, Australia (8.15am - 5.00pm),  
NZ (8.00am - 4.30pm), WA (8.00am - 4.30pm)

PRIORITY DELIVERY
For urgent deliveries, Bisley Workwear can 
provide a priority service where freight charges 
are calculated by size, weight, destination and 
speed of service required. Any additional charges 
are indicated on your order confirmation.

RETURNING PRODUCT
For all distributor initiated returns (where the 
customer has made an ordering mistake), a claim 
must be made within seven (7) days from receipt 
of the goods. An AUD$20.00 (NZ$10.00) handling 
fee will apply. Goods will only be accepted if they 
are in their original packaging and condition, 
free of any markings and damage. The customer 
will be required to pay for the freight back to 
the Bisley Workwear warehouse from which 
the goods were dispatched (Sydney/Perth/NT or 
Auckland). The original invoice number must be 
supplied before any claim can be processed.

WE WILL NOT ACCEPT THE RETURN OF GOODS IF
• Goods are damaged in the washing machine 

or dryer due to care instructions having not 
been followed correctly

• Goods suffering from normal wear and tear

• Goods that have been shop soiled or have 
discoloured due to lengthy periods of time 
in the store

• Goods that are discontinued products

• Goods that have had a customer-approved 
value-add, including embroidery, printing or 
custom taping

WE WILL CONSIDER CLAIMS FOR
• Goods damaged or lost in transit

• Goods that are faulty or defective as a result 
of faulty workmanship or materials

A Returns Authorisation Number (R.A.N.) must 
be obtained by contacting the Bisley Workwear 
Customer Service team who will explain the full 
returns process. Any goods sent without a R.A.N. 
will be returned to the customer at their cost. 
Bisley Workwear will accept freight charges on 
returned goods provided the return has been 
duly authorised by a company representative and 
the goods are returned via the carrier nominated 
by Bisley Workwear.

Bisley Workwear has established an extensive distributor network throughout Australia, 
New Zealand, Papua New Guinea and other international locations. Please be aware that 
Bisley Workwear does not sell products directly to consumers and will always refer you to 
our valued distributor network list which is also available on our website.

No part of this catalogue can be reproduced without the prior permission of Bisley Workwear. Although we take care during photographic  
reproduction of our products, colours may vary slightly from the actual finished product. 
© Bisley Workwear 2016 
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